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*************
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:
PROGRAM:

THE MARCH MEETING

NUMBER 3

************

Friday, March 11, 1983
6:30 PM -- Cocktails
7:30 PM -- Dinner
Harry's Hofbrau, in PALO ALTO -- take the Embarcadero
turnoff toward Palo Alto Airport/Golf Course
Jo Clarke, WB6ZUC - SLIDE SHOW of her ANTARCTIC Trip

*********************************
* *NOTES
FROM THE PREZ:
There are unsung heroes in every organization. People who,
quietly but very effectively, do their jobs under all conditions
and circumstances. They do them so well that we take them for
granted. They ask no recognition and unfortunately that is just
about what they get.
Let's for once, do something about that. We have an excellent
repeater with good coverage and with a superior record of
reliability. The fact that it did not happen automatically
should not come as a surprise to anybody. It has taken much
blood, sweat and tears contributed by the repeater committee to
make that come about. Just to let you know, committee members
are W6ZYC,
WB600L, N6NK,W6JZU and K6DC. Pete Grabosky and Rod
Deakin deserve our special thanks. They are the ones who climb
the mountain, over a poor road, in all kinds of weather and at
all hours to put things to rights when necessary. As was
mentioned before, they ask no recognition. All the more reason
to tell them how we feel.
The power outages during this winter's series of storms
brought home to us the fact that the batteries we rely on for
emergency power are on their last legs. This is so despite the
fact that when we are in the battery mode the repeater operates
at a lower level to conserve battery power. we need and shall
purchase some heavy duty, deep discharge batteries.
Unfortunately the repeater fund needs replenishment before this
can be done. W6ZYC brought up the subject at the last meeting
and again on the two meter net. Please dig deeply in your
pockets to provide the funds for the deep discharge ba~teries.
Make out your checks to "NCDXC Repeater Fund" and mail to W6ZYC
at his roster address.
W6DU

---------

REPEATER INTERFERENCE

At the request of W6DU I have agreed to organize an effort to
try to rid the NCDXC repeater of jammers.

This is to report to

the membership on that activity.
With the help of an arbitrarily-chosen group of members, technical and operational approaches to attack the problem have been
agreed upon.

While there is no need to go into detail,

suffice to say, based on informed legal advice, the plan is to
collect sufTicient aata in the necessary form, to identify
jammers so that FCC action and/or US Attorney action can be
taken to stop the illegal activity. Based on the experience of
other repeater groups it is easier to identify the jammers than
to get administrative or criminal action against them.
fore,

There-

I request your patience- we will not solve the problem

overnite- but the club leadership is determined to do whatever
is necessary to rid the repeater of the destructive and offensive interference.
AF6S has designed and KR60 is assembling a simple d/f antenna
kit<similar to a recent QST design) that will work with any
FM transceiver.

The club is buying 20

s~ts

of

ga~ts~ to

be len±

to members who are strategically located with respect to likely
jammer operating locations. In this way we can get started on
systematic d/fing as soon as possible. We would like
as many additional d/f sites in action as possible and could
make d/f antenna kits available to the membership at a cost not
to exceed $15. We hope the initial group will also choose to
purchase the antennas lent to them.

We have also ordered

several instantaneous electronic d/f units for mobile use.
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The total membership can help in the following ways:
o

Do not reply to the jammers-do not comment on their activities-ignore them completely-don't give them the recognition that they obviously crave.

o

Keep an interference log recording Zulu time, signal
strength on the input, bearing of interference, and a
description of the interference. With enough members
collecting this information we should have a lot of useful data to correlate for the record. With the next DXer
issue we will distribute a standard reporting format which
will make the computer correlation of reports easier and
will provide an address to which logs should be sent.

o

Those of you with tape recorders are requasted to record
jamming content and to note on the jamming logs if tapes
are available for each incident that you report. Keep the
tapes until we call for them after receipt of interference
logs.

o

If you are willing to buy a d/f antenna kit please promptly
drop a note to the NCDXF P.O. Box so that we can estimate
how many kits to order. We will communicate with you
further on this topic at the next meeting and will publish
sketches and circuit diagrams in the next DXer for those
who want to homebrew their own.

o

Lending d/f kits to key locations and purchasing accurate
d/f equipment for mobiles is expensive.
If all 400+ NCDXF
members contribute $5 each to the Interference Fund,
the resources to buy equipment and cover other expenses
would be available. Since all are not likely to contribute
let me suggest that $10 would be helpful from those who
can afford it.
Any funds not used would be turned over to
the Repeater Fund. However, note that the current request
for a contribution to the Repeater Fund for batteries is
separate from the need for funds to support the anti-jam
effort. Send contributions to the P.O. Box marked for the
Interference Fund.

With the technical, legai, and organizational talents in the
NCDXC we can successfully fight this battle.

I

have been

gratified with the support and effort that has already been
volunteered by the small group of members from whom I have asked
for help.
While we would like to keep you informed, the less said about
the details of this effort the better.
the way will be reported.

What can be said along

Please have patience and cooperate

when requested.

Stan Kaisel
K6UD

-

-~

-

My Friend - The Mailbox
DXing, the masterful art of radio communication - the objective to
work as many different countries as possible to earn a variety of
awards and for sheer personal achievement. The art of DXing has
been written about and discussed these past many years; however,
little, if anything, has been said about the ultimate and final
step in the DX process - the "mailbox". The depository for the
final proof of the QSO - the QSL card.
There are many types of mailboxes, all to be treated with equal
respect, but che most typical is the one at the end of the driveway, on its spindly leg - an inanimate object - a source of suspense six days a week. To the DXer, the mailbox becomes the focal
point of all hope and in some cases despair.
There was a time, prior to becoming a confirmed DXer, the mail
was a thing to be shunned, or left to pile-up like unshoveled
snow - in the hope that like snow, it would eventually go away.
Now as rock-solid DXers the mail box serves as a potential friend
rather than a foe, and as such requires positive action. QSLs
must be sent out if QSLS are to be received. The more sent out
the greater the reward. Once the QSL cycle has been established
the only thing left to do is to maintain a "mailbox vigilance".
This is accomplished by several simple rules:
1. Keep the mailbox under selective observation. Don't be trapped into the "watched pot" syndrome by glancing toward the mailbox at such pointless times as breakfast. Wait until mailtime.
2. Rely on your ears rather than your eyes to pick up the mail
truck's initial approach. With a little practice the mail truck's
unique ker-chunk can be heard at distances up to 100 yards.
3. Listen for neighborhood dogs, the nemesis of all mailpersons.
This is generally proof positive the mail has arrived.
· 4. Avoid having your wife go to the mailbox. She, more often
than not will bring in letters to "occupant", shopping ads, or
bills. Worse still, she may sing out, "No QSL cards today!"
5. Exude a -brisk assu:cance and- an air of confidence ;Jhen arproa~h
ing the mailbox. If the QSL return has been thin the past three
or four days, the law of averages is with you. Be positive say aloud, "That KP1, Navassa card will be here today."
So it is, an alliance with that battered tin tube by the side of
the road. Keep up the vigilance, the rewards can be great or at
worse, only temporarily disappointing.
Hal N6AN

*************************************
DXer Deadline:
The deadline for the next issue
of the DXer is March 25th. Your
c.ontributions would be greatly
appreciated.
TNX to KM6N "Jim" for his help last
month on the DXer
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SUPPORT THE HAM MART MERCHANT
We solict your support of the
advertisers in "THE HAM MART"
Their ads help pay of the
DXer. If your favorite Ham
Store is not an advertiser,
Tell hLm about us.

MINUTES of NCDXC MEETING -- FEBRUARY 11, 1983
The February meeting of the NCDXC was held in Palo Alto at Harry's
Hofbrau and was called to order by W6DU at 7:45 PM. The following guests
were introduced: KA6R, W6QW, KR6Z, K6EWM, KA6DXW, and KA6LAF.
Eric then introduced the speaker, Dean Straw, N6BV, who spoke about
"Short Stacking Beams" i.e. single band yagis stacked close together.
He said that 15 meters suffers the most from closeness. A good article
telling how to avoid mast bending appeared in the OCT '71 Ham Radio
Magazine. W6WB and others are working on the problems involved. Dean
Straw scales the antennas on 2 meters to test various possibilities and
to save the effort of putting up and taking down beams. In general the
lengths of the elements is not critical Re- gain, the higher the frequency
the more the antenna interacts, the higher the gain the easier it is to
screw it up. W2BV, Jim Lawson, has a good article in the DEC '80 Ham
Radio magazine on interlacing and retuning antennas.
Dean Straw then went on to performance notes on Kenwood Transceivers pointing out that the Trio-Kenwood users manual incorporates his
ideas on better selectivity and speech processing, etc.
NS6A, Duane, was complimented on his upgrade. (He was W6NQY)
Lyle, N6BLN, was commended for the fine first edition of the DXer.
Stan, K6UD, chairman of an ad hoc committee Re jamming commented on
what is being done.
N6ST on contests: Forms are available for the coming ARRL contest
plus he also needs help for the spotting net Feb 19 and 20.
W6TPH announced that the Convention Friday evening bash will be
sponsored by the Fish Market (KR6Q) and convention patches designed by
K6TMB's daughter will be available.
The repeater chairman, W6ZYC, Charlie, said we need to collect
$5.00 from each member toward the repeater fund since we have to buy
deep charge batteries and hardware to keep the repeater going. Please
mail the ~5.00 to W6ZYC, marked "Repeater Fund."
The following people were given first readings: KA6DXY, W6QW, & KR6Z
Second readings were given for: KD6AZ, VE2AQS, KA6BIM, N6DUQ, KB6GV,
N6AJG, W6JRY, KF6A, KB6LT, W6ATK, & N6XI and all were voted in. We
welcome them to the club and wish them good DXing.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:30 PM.
Re~ectfully submitted
- - , -, r

Jos{Plifue Clarke, WB6ZUC
Secretary

************************ *************
ROSTER UP-DATES:
Telephone Changes: N6BLN
W6ZYC
AG6S
W6PKB
Call Sign Change:
KT7W
W6NQY

Recent up grade:
ADDRESS CHANGE:
NOTE:

KH6JWK

W6BSY
K4UVT

Home Phone change to (707) 526-3233
Work Phone change to (415) 966-2706
Home Phone change to (408) 272-2054
2709
Change business EXT to
is now NR6I
is now NS6A
is now KH6WT
is now an EXTRA
241 Arriba Dr. Apt #7, Sunnyvale, CA

More members of the NCDXC read the DXer than any other club
newsletter.
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MINUTES of the NCDXC BoD MEETING-- FEBRUARY 7, 1983
The meeting was held at W6VG's home and Eric , W6DU, began things
at 7:17 PM. Those present included K6RK, W6VG, K6DC, W6UD, W6TPH and
WB6ZUC.
W6TPH reported that as a result of K6FO's excellent publicity and
the mailing of ,880 fliers, reservations are already coming in and are
being processed by N6ST. The Fish Market (KR6Q) will sponsor the Friday night cocktail party .and K6THB's aaughter has designed an attractive
jacket patch, which will be available to those who wish to purchase one.
After going through 18 suggested revisions to the Procedures Manual
the BoD directed W6VG to go ahead with the corrections. Re: page 25 and
the California Award it was suggested that we publicize the award in
magazines and that Phil, K6ZM, send out a publicitr, release. Ron, W6VG,
will make 400 copies of an "all time member roster' to mail out with the
next DXer, which members can copy if they wish to send such a list out
with a QSL.
·
The BoD will appoint an operating practices committee to publicize
and stress good practices and ethics. In addition jamming was discussed.
The NARC needs a representative from this club to their meetings,
so several names were suggested.
There was some discussion about the repeater and perhaps one day
upgrading it.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:15 PM.
Respectfully submitted
Jose
Seer

ee

ine Clarke, WB6ZUC
ary

**** ** Find
*****************************
the DX among all the QRM
PUZZLE:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5. _ _ _ _ _ __

FGZLRNEMXQDBSVWA
QEAMRUBARUBEAEIR
LUMZRRNLYGQLNZLG
N IBM PAW T L Z B IV U L E
AQIEWNKAAIEZLWIN
J B A S I N WD T J K E U C S T
I WT U C 0 R S I C A V K T I I
AOCJIBKDWXZIOBSN
BTSQPOSNRMINAXLA
R UK V M N U I E B G L C D A T
ENGLANDZUAMBLKNC
Z K E N Y A S F N Z WE X F D J
A V UK L QA R I Y B K L J XM
CR F I YE Q S 0 T UDVB E K
EPBITSVENEZUELAK
TAKEYOURTIMEESGL

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
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6
7.

8.
9.
10.

------

DX POTPURRI

*****

YllBGD - While not one vf the rarest of DX stations it surely is one
of the hardest to confirm. Here is the latest information
on YilBGD:
The station has four operators - Arsha4 Kamal, Majid,
and Saad. Normally one of,them can be found every Friday
& Saturday from 0100-0200, 0400-0730 and 1300-1700 UTC
around 14.205 - 14.220. The latter t~e period, via long
path, seems to be the best t~e for the West Coast.
Send your QSL card to the Scientific Center, P.O. Box
5864, Baghdad, IRAQ. If you work Kamal, you may QSL direct
to h~, along with 3 IRCs (and crossed fingers): Kamal
Abdul Hadi, AlKad~iyah, Al Ayimmah Bridge, House No 24 I 6,
Baghdad, IRAQ.
Several members have been successful in getting their
QSL card by going direct to Kamal, even though he was not
the one they worked. Apparently he will see to it that
your QSL is answered.
GOOD LUCK.
VK@CW, VK@HI, VK@JS & VK@NL - Silent at last and to same silent still.
It appears that both expeditions are well on their way home
now and the final critique of their success is yet to be
determined. The reports of the whole operation is at this
point 5th, 6th and 7th hand. Much of it rumors. Reports are
that approx~ittely 35K+f- QS()s were made. It appears that
the operation was carried out in the worst possible weather
conditions. Rotor frozen with the beam facing Europe (where
else), High winds destroyed one of the beams and they were
forced to use the driven element only, Only verticals used,
and the BIGGEST R U M 0 R repeat R U M 0 R i ,s , in the process
of leaving the island JiDi Smith and his crew had their boat
(the small one taking them £•om the island to their ship)
capsized, dumping them, their gear, and MAYBE THE LOGS into
the sea. At this point it appears that all hands were
rescued, BUT no word on the logs. If K8CW is able to make it
to the convention in Visalia it should be a most interesting
presentation.
KP2A/KP1 - Remember that one - This month's DX column in CQ magazine
reports "The job of sending QSL's for the 33,500 contacts
generated by the 1982 DXpedition ot Navassa Island, has
been almost completed. If vou haven't received your card,
you should get it s ho rltY. T""'""'' Perhaps we should have
sent 3 IRC's and gone d rect to Kamal .................... .
PY@ CALL SIGNS - Non-nationals operating from any of the PY@ areas
will be issued the following call signs: PY@ZF for Fernando
de Noronha; PY@ZT_ for Trindade; PY@ZS_ for St-Peter & Paul.
PY@ZZ -

It was recently announced on the DX repeater that PY?ZZ is
cranking out the QSL card for his October '82 operation on
PY@ZZ at the rate of at least 40 per day. He reports that
he has about 3000 to go.
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LAUGH IN:
TACT and DIPLOMACY: As DXers we are often found in situations which
require the use of a litte "TACT" and "DIPLOMACY" however a
few of us have indicated a short coming of our skills in this
area. It is hoped that the following will be of same use in
the improvement of this noted discrepancy:
LACT - The art of telling someone to go to hell and have
them look forward to the trip ................... .
DIPLOMACY - When you can get the above person to come back for
another trip .................................... .

"He who turns the other cheek to far, gets it in the neck."
WHAT IS "OLD" - Old is when you have climbed the ladder of success,
only to find it leaning against the wrong building.

******* ******************************

14.000

14,0.5-0

14.100

14.lSO

FVR6Ef TI1E
~ ~rN V[ rN Tr I<DrN
IN

VISALIA .CA,.

THE HOLIDAY INN is FULL - - Try the hMPLIGHTER or the TRAVEL LODGE
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T E N - ME T E R B E A C 0 N S
W6RQ
2-11-83
28,202.5

ZS5VHF

240.0

OA4CK

280.0

YVSAYV

205.0

DL~IGI

242.5

A9XC

284.0

KA1YE/B

207.5

W04HES

247.5

ZS1CTB

285. 0

VU2B CN

210.0

388MS

250.0

Z21ANB

285.0

VP8ADE

215.0

GB3SX

252.5

VE3TEN

290.0

VS6TEN

215.0

ZD9GI

255.0

LUlUG

299.0

PY2AMI

217.5

VE2TEN

257.5

DK~TE

302.5

ZS1STB

220.0

5B4CY

260.0

VKSWI

315.0

ZS6DN

222.5

HG2BHA

262.5

VK2WI

325.0

DF~THD

225.0

VE8AA

265.0

PY2EXD

885.0

?

230.0

ZL2r-tiF

270.0

ZS6PW

888.0

W6IRT

235.0

VP9BA

272.5

TU2ABJ

894.0

WD9GOE

277.5
237.5 LASTEN
DF~AAB
International Coordinator is G3DME

*

'*West. Carolines

OBSERVED AND ONE-YEAR-AHEAD PREDICTED SMOOTHED SUNSPOT NUMBERS

180

LEGEND

SOLAA CYCU: 21
8£GIHHIHG JUN[ 1876

• "'OSSERYED CYCU: 21
o • PREDICTED CYCU: 21

160

140

...

120

"'0

w

::z::
....

100

.

0
0
::E
Vl

.,

0

10

.o

...

0

!

.

60

•o

...

0

0

40

&
8

~.

..._-·

"'/I
--7
.~

•ep /

I

JUIU.
11174

JUHI:

J~

1117~

187&

.IUHI:
11177

JUHE

11171

JUH(
1878

JUNE
1810

JUHI:

Jl.IH(

1811

we2
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JUHI:
wu

JUHE
1814

JUN(
1885

JUH(
lie&

JUHE
1857

JUNE
wee

Re-typed from Data taken at the San Diego Naval Electronics Laboratory
RECEIVER DYNAMIC RANGE TESTS
by N6ND
All Radios Checked with
Standard SSB Filters
RADIO
Model

Noise
Floor dbm

2 Tone
1110 dbm

Dynamic
Range

3 rd Order
Intercept dbm

R4C (Mod.)

-137

-58

79 db

-18.5

R4C (Std.)

-140

-64

76

-26.0

TR-7

-130

-34

96

+14.0

R-7

-131

-38

93

+8.5

R-7 pre amp off

-126

-30

96

+18.0

TR-5

-127

-43

84

-1.0

TS-120

-136

-64

70

-28.0

TS-180

-140

-60

80

-20.0

TS-820

-138

-66

72

-30,0

R-820

-133

-55

78

-16.0

TS-830

-140

-48

92

- 2.0

TS-930

-131

-38

93

+8.5

IC-730

-140

-41

99

+8.5

730 pre amp off

-135

-31

104

+21.0

IC-720

-138

-40

98

+9.0

IC-740

-141

-44

97

+4.5

740 pre amp off

-133

-35

98

+9.0

Astro 103

-130

-47

83

-5.5

CX7A

-126

-64

62

-33.0

Atlas 350XL

-121

-45

76

-7 .o

FR-1015

-134

-57

77

-18.5

FT-1015

-137

-81

56

-53.0

FT-101EE

-130

-66

64

-34.0

FT-707

-132

-46

86

- 3.0

FT-902 OM

-137

-58

79

-18.5

FT-ONE

-131

89

+ 2.5

-42
page 10

K6SSJ
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THE HAM MART
HA~

RADIO OUTLET

999 ~loward Ave.
Burlingame, CA 94563
(415) 342-5757

HAM RADIO OUTLET
2811 Telegraph Ave.
Oakland, CA 94609
(415) 451-5757

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST
AMATEUR RADIO INVENTORY
*** Authorized Kenwood Dealer ***
Be first in the pileup ....
get it at Ham Radio Outlet

THIS SPACE FOR RENT

Tired of post-contest paperwork?
Try the N6TV Dapi»g Service. Just tail ae a copy of your log,
and ['ll send you:

*A list of all duplicate QSOs
t An alphabetical list of all callsigns,
*Hour by hour QSO rate sheet

by band !dupe sheet!

t Computerized self-stick labels for your QSL card !optional!

Price: 4t per QSO. For self-stick labels, add just 1( per QSO.
Bob Nilson 1 NbTV, 4950 Cherry Ave. 146, San Jose, CA 95118,
!4081 264-bb88 evenings.

1/3 Page Ad: $20 per issue or
$192 per year
1/6 Page Ad: $10 per issue or
$98 per year
1/12 Page Ad: $5 per issue or
$50 per year
1/24 Page Ad: $2.50 per issue
or $25 per year
Contact

the Editor, for details.

NEW MEMBERS:
KB6GV

(A)

Vincent E. Henley, 17660 John Telfer Dr. Morgan Hill, CA
95037, Home Phone (408) 779-2498; Bus (408) 463-2068
N6AJG (A) Jaaes C. Porter, 855 Regent Ct., San Carlos, CA 94070
Home Phone (415) 492-7146 Bus (
) 329-2879
KB6LT (A) Nolan H. Katz, 1030 Silverhill Rd., Redwood City, CA 94061
Home Phone (
) 366-6286, Bus ( ) 592-2855.
KF6A
(E) Phillip L. Sanders, 8580 Krogh Ct., Orangevale, CA 95662
Home Phone (916) 988-6127, Bus ( ) 985-4020
W6JRY (E) Jerry E. Fuller, PO Box 363 Forest Ranch, Forest Ranch, CA
95942, Home Phone (916) 343-1131, Bus (916) 891-2554
W6ATK (G) Harold W. Bundle, 1403 Bouret Drive, San Jose, CA., 95118
Home Phone (408) 269-2681, Bus (408) 297-3294.
N6XI
(E) Rick Tavan, 20297 Hickory Hill Way, Saratoga, CA., 95070
Home Phone (408) 867-5797, Bus (408) 737-2500.
N6DUQ (A) Dennis E. Jones, 3938 Fordham Way, Livermore, CA., 94550
Home Phone (415) 447-4034, Bus (415) 422-0202
KA6BIM (A) Dave Tucker, 1439 Highland Ct., Manteca, CA 95336
Home Phone (209) 239-2714, Bus (209) 239-9511, EXT 264
VE2AQS (Spr) J. Robert St. Germain, Bus Adr. PO Box 5500, San Ramon, CA.
94583, Bus Phone (415) 838-1166

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DX CLUB INC. , P. 0. Box 608, Menlo Park, CA 94025
The DXer is the bulletin of the NCDXC and is published monthly for the benefit of the club members. Permission to use
any portion of this publication is hereby granted, provided that credit is given The DXer.
/~

NCDXC OFFICERS
ERIC EDBERG
W6DU
PRESIDENT
RON PANTON
W6VG
VICE PRES
JOSEPHINE CLARKE WB6ZUC
SECRETARY
CHUCK P.l4_TTERSON
K6RK
TREASURER
MERLE PARTEN
K6DC
DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR
STAN KAISEL
K6UD
JAY O'BRIEN
DIRECTOR
W6GO
DXer STAFF
LYLE MEEK
N6BLN
LEN GERALD!
K6ANP
RON PIPES
WB6NBR
JIM HICKS
KK6X
Send Dxer contributions to:
N6BLN
1469 Lupine Dr. Santa Rosa, CA 95401
DX LADDER
Send reports to:
Chuck Patterson, K6RK, 3101 Withers
Ave , Lafayette, CA 94549

NCDXC REPEATER: W6TI/R
TRUSTEE:
Bob Vallio WE:RGG
REPEATER COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN:
Charlie Kump
W6Z'YC
Input Frequency:
147.96 MHz
Output Frequency:
147.36 .t-"iliz
Suggested Simplex
147.54 MHZ
NCDXC THURSDAY NIGHT NET
On W6TI/R Thursdays at 8:00 P.M.
NET CONTROL :
Dave Barton
AF6S
Phil Garrahan W6LQC
DX'NEWS:
PROPAGATION RPT Al Lotze
W6RQ
WEST LINK :
Jay O'Brien
W6GO
CONTEST NEWS:
Steve Thomas
N6ST
SWAP SHOP:
Dick Letrich WB6WKM
QSL INFO:
Jay O'Brien
W6GO
NCDXC DC BULLETIN BROADCASTS
W6TI, the NCDXC Memorial Station
broadcasts DX bulletins each Sunday
at 1800 GHT or Honday at 0200 GMT
on 14 . 0 0 2 MH z •

W6TI TRUSTEE:

Bob Vallio

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DX CLUB INC.

P. 0. Box 608
Menlo Park, California

94025

FIRST CLASS
FIRST CLASS
FIRST CLASS

Li e. exp . Jul 85
K6MA Sta n L Kuhl
11 4 9 Hea t h ers t o ne Way
Sunnyvale CA 9 4087

W6RGG

